Seachtain na Gaelige
Bhí an spraoi ag gach Duine i gColáiste Mhainistir na
Corann arís i mbliana. Tháinig na sluaite go dtí an poc fada
ar an Máirt agus an Déardaoin thíos ag an bpáirc cricéid.
Bhuaigh Christian Daly agus Ava Burns an comórtas
sóisearach agus bhuaigh Heather Greaves agus Jack Ryan
an comórtas sinsearach. Bhîodar an-shásta leis na t-léinte
Super Gaeilgeoir a bhuaigh siad.
Bhí céilíthe ag cuid do na ranganna sòisearacha agus bhí
an dreóilín amach le neart acu. Cé go raibh an mícreafóin
bristle d’eirigh leis an t-uasal ó Nuinseacháin na ceisteanna
a ghlaoch go breá don tráth na gceist. Mar is gnáthach bhí an
t-uasal ó Súilleabháin mar mháistir Biongó againn agus bhí
cuid do na daltaí ag léimt timpeall na háite chun duaiseanna
seacláise a bhuachaint. Bhí postaeirí breátha crochta as
halla tionóil a rinse daltaí I ngach rang. Gabhaim buíochas
le gach Duine a chabhraigh linn agus táimíd ag sùil cheana
féin le seachtain na Gaeilge an bhliain Seo chughainn.
- G. Ni B.

S. England, L. Farrell and J. Power hudd
le together to answer
questions in the table quiz. Meanwhile
the team of C. Hall, J.
Ryall, E. Marley and S. Deane seem quie
tly confident.

Mr. O’Sullivan and Mr. Nugent acting as Bingo callers in Irish.

Debating
Participation continues to flourish across all Forms, from 1
to 6. Two Midleton College teams are participating in the
UCC Philosoph Munster schools debates. Form VI’s Eoin O
Grady and Gavin Spillane and Form VI’s Reidin O Sullivan
and Alex Aldous are all involved in second round action this
December. Our Junior team of Sarah Murphy and Katelyn
Manning also secured victory over a St Aloysius School
last March. Katelyn and Sarah will also be taking part in a
Public Speaking Competition for Girls under 15 in UCC in
January and we wish her the best of luck

L-R: Mr. Baker, P. Punch, J. Cowhig, K. Carew, E. Sheehan,
Mr. Thompson

Midleton College Debating Club enables our students to
voice their opinions freely and dynamically. We have our
regular in- house debate every second Tuesday evening from
6.30- 7.30. The groundwork prior to our debate involves an
hour of research and analysis in the week preceding. This
takes place in the IT room. Students are free to continue
their preparation until the Tuesday evening.

The benefits of debating are innumerable. Listening
to different perspectives in a neutral manner not only
helps students advance their side of the motion, it
inevitably increases their tolerance and understanding
of other worldviews, cultural beliefs and social systems.
Competitive debate sharpens one’s ability to research
and analyze problems, think and listen critically, express
thoughts clearly and fluently, and better understand current
affairs. It increases a student’s confidence and poise and
provides constant intellectual stimulation.
- C.B.
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Staff Retirements
MS. MARY POWER
2013 saw us lose a highly respected and
valued teacher to a life of travel, culture and
I’m sure many golf courses!
Anyone who has had the pleasure of sitting in
Ms. Power’s classroom will agree that it is a
huge loss to our language department and to
Midleton College.
Ms. Power played a very active role in all
aspects of Spanish/French College life – from
hockey to regular uniform inspections!
There is no doubt that her presence, good
humor and friendship is sorely missed.
We wish Ms. Power the very best and every
happiness with her travels and express our
sincere gratitude to her for the impact she has
made on us all in Midleton College.
Jane Walsh (Form VI)

MS. LUCY O’REGAN
I remember the first day Miss O’Regan taught me, instead
of using the drafting square ruler for measuring, she used
it for getting our attention by banging it on the table.
She had this amazing ability to hear you texting on your
phone under the table. To this day I still don’t know
how she did it. I know she will definetly be remembered
for many of her catchphrases. Personal favourites of
mine were “What are you doing besides nothing!” and
“Hello…Hello” to which I would usually reply hello.
She wasn’t just known for her funny comments, she was
also an amazing teacher! She would always answer any
questions I would have, she had such a great insight into
art and was always able to see the potential in a student. I
don’t know how I’d have passed my Junior Cert without
her!
She was not only an art teacher she was inspirational
with her use of sketching, vibrant in her use of color and
perspective and most importantly unique.
We wish Ms. O’Regan all the best with her future plans
and she can now be a “lady who lunches and not have to
worry about the bell.”, as she put it herself in her farewell
speech.
Kieran Carew (Form VI)

MRS JUNE JOHNSTON
Last year’s retirement of Mrs. June Johnston left an
empty space in the Midleton College community. Her
kind and calm nature was experienced by everyone
with whom she came in contact. She always tried to
share her love of maths with each of her classes, and
in most cases she was successful! Her enthusiasm
brightened up any class. Students would usually leave
her room in better form then they had been when they
came in. Her positive presence was typified by this
comment from a close colleague “June was a solid
sounding post for us all and we miss her great kindness
and sense of fun around the campus.”
A lasting memory for me of Mrs. Johnston’s class was
when the pressure of summer exams was looming . She
decided we had earned a break from the hard work and
we ended up with ice creams sitting in the sun. During
this break Mrs. Johnston reminisced of her happy
days in the college which included finding a husband,
coaching hockey and enjoying the various changes
within the college community spanning forty years.
Mrs. Johnston really was a valued and valuable asset
to the school. We hope she is enjoying her retirement
and look forward to a visit from her in the future.
Dylan Somers (Form VI)
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Girls Hockey Tour

“Many are cold but few are frozen!”
It was 5.30am, Friday 22nd March 2013 when the Senior
Girls Hockey tour set out in subzero temperatures from
Midleton College. Ms. Hassey and Mr. Levis bounded onto
the bus, full of excitement! Closely followed by all of the
girls, not yet awake and already feeling uncomfortable in
our blazers. Last to arrive on the bus was Ms. Dool; she
wasn’t quite as lively as everyone else!
We soon set off to Dublin after Caoimhe arrived at school
a second time, this time with her passport! We stopped off
at O’Brien’s on the way up to Dublin, coffee and breakfast
bagels all round. We arrived at The High School, Rathgar,
Dublin. The rain was so heavy; it was unlike anything we
had seen before. Freezing temperatures and pouring rain…
this wasn’t the most ideal conditions for a hockey match.
Nevertheless we were all in high spirits.
After kitting up and completing what should have been a
warm up, we were soaked to our skin, chilled to our bones
and turning a shade of blue! However, captain Fi Power
picked us up and got our heads in the game. Even after our
best efforts The High School came out victorious after a
balanced, yet difficult match, with fantastic, spirited play
from both sides. Mr. Levis, Ms. Hassey and Ms. Dool
looked rather happy to get out of the rain!
Apparently we spent “a ridiculous amount of time” (Quote
Mr. Levis) warming up and drying off. We put all of our
wet kit into a big plastic bag and put it in the bottom of
the bus. Back in our uniform again, we were welcomed by
the team and The High Schools kitchen staff, with tasty
chicken goujons and a much needed cup of tea! At the end
we presented the girls with a plaque from Midleton College
and a senior hockey tie.
We once again boarded what was now known as the ‘banter
bus’ (and still is today!). We travelled to Dublin Port and
arrived at 1.30pm; our ferry was departing at 2pm. Little
did we know that it would turn out to be 9.30pm before

The girls enjoyed their tour despite the weather!

we were leaving Dublin Port due to ‘adverse weather
conditions’ (that phrase still haunts us now!). The 7 hours
in the port were spent playing word and math games; Mr.
Levis surprised us all! Some of the girls, on the other hand,
were a bit slow.
Finally boarding the ferry at 9pm, we were on our way, over
very rough seas, to Holyhead, Wales. Arriving in Holyhead
at just past midnight, we made our way to Manchester. It
was a very quiet bus! The ‘adverse weather conditions’
were evident as we crossed over Wales and into England.
Cross winds on the motorway, subzero temperatures and
huge amounts of snow caused the bus to swerve, slowing
our journey down even more. Luckily we were all asleep,
except Ms. Hassey, who informed us of the rough journey
when we arrived at the hotel. Stepping off the bus into 2ft of
snow with no more warmth then a pair of flimsy converse
shoes certainly woke us all up! It was 3.30am, Saturday
morning.
By the time we were settled in our rooms we had all been
awake for 24 hours. Even with the 2ft of snow outside our
hotel windows, Mr. Levis still insisted on an early breakfast
at 8.30am Saturday morning, as we were due to play
another match.
We woke at half 7 and were all at breakfast at half 8 (except
Ms. Dool) to find that our match was in fact cancelled…Off
to the Trafford Shopping Centre we went! We once again
boarded the ‘banter bus’. We met with the Senior Rugby
team at the shopping centre and had lunch and plenty of
time to shop. Or what Mr. Levis thought was plenty of time;
since Fi, Rachel, Tiger and Hannah were extremely late
back to the bus…after purchasing thank you gifts for the
teachers! Mr. Levis was glad to see it wasn’t Ms. Dool late
for once! We then followed the rugby team’s bus to Asylum
Paintball Centre, where we were split into forwards and
backs and were put into either the red or the blue team. All
of the teachers, unwillingly, chose their teams except Mr.
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Preston who decided he’d be safer taking photo’s instead.
After the first round, everyone came out covered in paint.
In the next few rounds Mr. Stanley found himself running
out as a lone soldier into the opposing team’s territory. We
quickly identified Mr. Stanley as he turned around to try
and get back. On the way back to his safe house, the red
team saw a target and opened fire…all on Mr. Stanley’s
back! He got his revenge later in the free for all round.

to play. So we had a few team photos out in the snow,
hot drinks from Starbucks, packed our stuff and boarded
the ‘banter bus’. We made our way from Manchester to
Holyhead, passing picturesque forests and mountains
covered in snow! This time the ‘adverse weather conditions’
had eased and we boarded the ferry with no problems. We
did get stopped at the gate to the ferry and asked if we
wanted to fill in a survey – Mr. Levis said yes!

After showing off our battle wounds, we again boarded
the ‘banter bus’ back to our hotel. After scrubbing the
paint from our hair, we dressed up for a posh dinner in the
hotel restaurant. Burgers and Crème brûlée were a popular
choice! At the end of the meal we presented our thank
you gifts to the teachers. Ms. Dool and Ms. Hassey were
delighted with their fancy chocolate Easter Eggs and Mr.
Levis loved his Hollister polo shirt! They soon forgave the
4 girls for arriving late earlier in the day.

Eventually we settled in a corner on the ferry, all together,
asleep leaning on one another. The teachers thought it was
a cute sight, even Ms. Hassey! There wasn’t a sound from
us until we docked in Dublin.

Unbelievably, after the meal we still had plenty of energy!
A few of the girls decided to play a laundry service prank
on Janet and Reidin…they believed it too! “I swear it’s
not my laundry, I counted all my socks!” – Janet Rumley.
After a long night of many pranks and funny (corridor)
moments, we were told by Mr. Levis to be up early for
another potential match…meanwhile there was still 2ft of
snow outside!
We were all up on time again but unfortunately our match
was postponed and ended up being too late in the afternoon

Just outside the port we had to say goodbye to our very
patient bus driver. How he put up with so many females we
do not know! We had 3 cheers and a round of applause; a
bottle of wine was presented by the 6th years.
Finally, after an exhausting but fun weekend we arrived back
at Midleton College late Sunday evening. As we unloaded
countless bags from the bus, we came across the plastic bag
that contained all of our wet kits from Friday’s match. It had
been sitting by the engine for over 2 days. Nothing could
have prepared us for that stench when we opened that bag!
From then on we knew we really did have a successful and
unforgettable Senior Girls Hockey Tour 2013!
- Caitlyn Cuthbert (Form VI)

Wesley College Interschools Music Festival 2013
Twenty-nine students, accompanied by Miss Dennehy,
Mr. Sexton and Ms. Kristen Hollowell participated in
the Wesley College Choral and Musical Festival at the
beginning of March 2013. The competitions took place on
a Friday and Saturday. Four students participated on the
Friday accompanied by Miss Dennehy while the other
students travelled by bus with Mr. Sexton and Kristen
after school. We all stayed the night in Bewleys Hotel,
Leopardstown and travelled over to Wesley College on the

bus on Saturday morning. Everyone performed to a very
high standard and it was great to see what other school music
departments were working on too. Ella Roch-Perks did us
proud winning her junior solo singing section and while we
also had many second, third and highly commended prizes.
Everyone left thinking about repertoire and improvements
for next year’s competition. Everyone involved enjoyed a
rewarding weekend.
- H.D.
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Senior Rugby Tour
The end of the school spring term marked the beginning of
Midleton College’s senior rugby tour 2013. This gave the
senior boys double the reason to celebrate. We had an early
start to our tour. The bus was organised to depart the college
at 4 am on Friday the 22nd of March. Many members of the
team opted to stay in the dorms overnight as the prospect
of getting up even earlier didn’t appeal to them. The bus
was loaded with our gear bags and with twenty-five sleepy
team members. Mr. Power, Mr. Preston, Ms. Guest and Mr.
Stanley accompanied us.
We departed and set off for Dublin Port to board the 8.20
am ferry crossing. We arrived in good time and with less
sleepy passengers. As we waited for the gates to open,
an electronic display informed us that the ferry had been
delayed for 2 hours, due to adverse weather conditions.
This was the start of our troubles on tour even though we
didn’t know it at the time.
Two hours later we managed to board the ferry much to
the delight of the Midleton team. We took the opportunity
to stretch immediately as spending six and a half hours on
the bus was quite tedious for some people. Our excitement
was building for our first game on tour against Lymm High
School, so much so that we had the urge to go for a pre prematch warm up on the deck of the ferry. Gale force winds, a
rocky ferry and a spray of ocean water didn’t deter us from
letting our excitement out.
Half way across the channel from Dublin port to Holyhead
seasickness began to affect even the toughest members of
the team. The choppy waves crashing on the side of the ferry
made for uncomfortable travelling conditions. The situation
was further marred with the announcement that we would be
delayed for an additional three hours. The problem was that
it was unsafe to approach the docks, as the waves were too
unforgiving. The captain of the ferry intermittently picked
up the intercom and lengthened the expected arrival time.
At this stage our planned activities were being knocked off
our schedule faster than we were comfortable with. Our
match against Lymm High School was factored in for a 4
pm start. This of course was subject to the ferry crossing
taking three and a half hours. Unfortunately we missed
this game. After the captain changed the expected arrival
time for the third time, we knew that we would also miss
out on the Sale Sharks V Bath game in the city of Salford.
This really did add salt to the wound. Peter Stringer joined
Bath at the start of the season from Munster. This was the
main reason why we looked forward to the game. We did
however indulge ourselves in the complimentary food and
drinks served by the staff on the ferry at this point.
We finally arrived in Holyhead, Wales at 8pm. This meant
we were on the ferry for a total of nine hours. As we exited
the ferry we were faced with a heavy blizzard of snow. A
thick blanket had formed on all the land surrounding us.
At this point our plan was solely to get to the hotel. Even
this was quite a daunting task given the weather conditions.
We left Holyhead, Wales and proceeded to ‘The Village
Hotel’ Cheadle in Manchester. On our journey we saw a
lorry that had fallen victim to the high crosswinds on the

motorway. We felt that this summed up our tour thus far.
Our difficulties in travelling to Manchester were finally
behind us as we arrived in the door of the hotel at 11 o
clock. Lasagne and salad was on the menu for the senior
team and was served by two very kind English ladies who
were easy on the eyes. We were allocated our rooms after
we finished our food and were given the keys so that we
could rest after a long day.
On Saturday we didn’t have a match originally scheduled
because of the small squad that travelled. It would have
been too physically draining for the same players to
play three matches in three consecutive days. Instead we
transferred to the Trafford Centre where we had time for
some shopping - essential for any rugby tour - and lunch.
We all returned to the bus on time with the exception of one
person. Robbie left us waiting and tried his best to derail
our schedule. He was spotted in Hollister flicking through
the rails of clothes looking for the most stretchy fat man
pants. We noticed that his efforts were unsuccessful due to
the lack of a Hollister bag as he walked towards the bus.
A unanimous decision was taken to drive off and to leave
him flat-footed. Much to our disappointment Robbie didn’t
chase the bus and confessed, “I wasn’t going to give ye the
pleasure of chasing after ye”
After that episode we transferred to the Asylum Paintball
in Bredbury, Stockport. Even though we were grateful for
the morning of shopping, the main event of the day was the
paintballing. This was old territory for the senior members
of the squad that visited in a previous tour. We met the
Midleton College senior hockey girls here. We were suited
up in a protective boiler suit, given a mask and were let
loose in the indoor assault course with an AK47 in hand.
Mr Stanley’s dash of insanity in the direction of the
opposition’s base sent shivers down our backs. His
comrades applauded his unorthodox method of attempting
to capture the opposition’s flag, although they didn’t follow
suit. He exposed himself in no man’s land and found that he
was a lone solider fighting a losing battle. He was shot with
round upon round of paint balls from semi-automatic AK47 guns. A connection from long range is quite sore and
therefore one can only imagine the feeling of round upon
round hitting you in close succession. There may also have
been some friendly fire towards Mr Levis who was mislead
into making the advancing attack. Needless to say he didn’t
hesitate in retaliating.
We parted ways with the girls and travelled back to the hotel
after our endeavours to be victors. We changed and had a
shower in the hotel as paint leaked through many of our
protective jackets and onto our clothes. We left the hotel
at 7 pm and set off for the Trafford Centre. This time we
weren’t shopping. Instead we dined in the restaurant of our
choice. Many went to the Gourmet Burger Restaurant while
others choose the fast food option and got McDonald’s. We
were spoiled with choice in the Trafford Centre. The food
court occupies a whole floor. There was a China Town and
Italian section in it.
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The cinema in the Trafford Centre was our next stop. We
decided to watch “Side Effects” Many people took this
opportunity to get some rest and fell asleep as soon as the
lights were turned off. Others found Catherine Zeta Jones
attractive in her acting capacity and therefore decided to
stay awake for the movie.
On Sunday morning the senior team took advantage of
the ‘self-serve’ buffet style breakfast. As our match was
cancelled, we waited in the breakfast area while Mr Preston
and Mr Power put in extra effort to arrange fixtures to cover
the ones that had been cancelled. Ms. Guest left early on
Sunday morning as she had a six nations fixture of her
own. We found eating the remaining breakfast was the best
and only way to occupy our time. At breakfast Mr Preston
enthusiastically told us that he had organised a game for
us to be played in the afternoon. We were chomping at the
bit anticipating the game until he revealed that he was only
joking. Some took the joke light heartedly; however, others
didn’t, because it was our last day on tour and the likelihood
of finding a different match to play was diminishing by the
second. When we were packing our bags and cleaning our
rooms we were told that Mr Preston had managed to secure
a match. Everybody kicked into action and changed into
their formal uniform to travel to the match. We transferred
to Stepping Hill after checking-out of the hotel. The only
pitch that was available to play on was a 3G artificial rugby
pitch. The main rugby pitch was frozen over and also
covered in snow.
The Midleton boys started off well in the first and only
match of the tour, although it did take a bit of time to adapt
to the artificial surface. It wasn’t the most ideal pitch to
be playing on as the surface was composed of long rugged
threads. Many players picked up burns and cuts from the
not so popular pitch. Midleton exerted pressure on the
Manchester side from the get go. A series of carries from
the forwards combined with effective rucking, found the
Midleton boys in a promising position. Luke Deane crashed
over the line and to score the first try of the tour. The
Manchester side had a handful of skilful ground makers in
their back line. Eric Stapleton, Luke Deane and Ollie Kane
all made important tackles in the centre of the park. With
some quick possession we fired the ball out the back line,
which reached Kepa Igos, a new addition to
our team this year. He made an athletic run 50
metres down the wing and clinically popped
the ball inside to Bryan Moore who took the
try. Bryan also added another try to his tally in
the first half.
Half time came. Again, the Midleton lads
came out fighting despite the score line being
heavily in their favour. Bryan was hoping to
become the top try scorer of the year but he
was stopped short when he broke his ankle.
He fell awkwardly on it as an opponent
tackled him. A mother kindly offered to
drive Bryan to the hospital with Mr Preston
accompanying them. According to Bryan he
was more disappointed in not becoming the
top try scorer than breaking his ankle.

Robbie Steele did however balance the books. He managed
to athletically bombard their flanker off a ruck. The flanker
too hitting the ground awkwardly with Robbie falling on
him shortly after. It turned out that the flanker had broken
his ankle too. Robbie swears he heard the crack.
A fracas diverted all players attention away from the game.
Brendan Kiy, alert as ever, saw this opportunity to pounce
on the ball and slide over the whitewash in celebration.
There were no witnesses within the team to Brendan’s try
but he has assured us many times that he did score that try
that went unnoticed. The only concrete evidence to confirm
Brendan’s try was the carpet burn on his knees from the
artificial surface as a result of his best Chris Ashton
impersonation. Clearly Brendan has some things to learn
about scoring on synthetic surfaces.
Ross Donovan made his senior debut on tour. He made a
positive and lasting impression as soon as he stood on the
pitch. He scored two tries - one of which is firmly planted in
my mind. His deep piercing run cut the oppositions defence
apart and allowed him to touch it down under the posts.
Midleton’s out half Ollie Kane kicked consistently well
throughout the game, despite the windy conditions. Ollie
also scored a try to add to his tally.
Kim as usual was keen to show his skills in the back line.
He fitted in nicely at number 10. Kim’s flamboyant hand
movements and outrageous dummies were always a feature
of his game. He also pulled off a few perfectly placed kicks.
Robbie finished the game off in style for Midleton College.
He barreled over the line to add the finishing touches to the
score line.
Misael’s choice of attire for the occasion was noted. His
thermal gear which slightly resembled a wet suit covered
his whole body. He complemented this attire with warm
wooly gloves for the match.
The team left Manchester on a high with a 62-5 victory.
A perfect way to finish the tour and the season. Weary but
satisfied we made the return journey to Midleton.
- Brendan Kiy and Owen Chambers (Form VI).

‘Mortal Kombat!’

The two tour groups are pictured prior to trying to terminate each other! It is the calm
before the paintballing storm!
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Senior Rugby

Back Row L-R; Mr.Power , R.Donovan, K.Igos, O.Kane, E.Stapleton , C.Simpson, R.O’Hara, P.O’Riordan, A.Irwin, O.Bailey, C.Sheehy,
Ms.Guest, Mr.Thompson. Middle Row LR; J.Pope, D.Wardle, A.Goodier, B.Moore (capt.), O.Ind, R.Steele, K.Crosbie.
Front Row L-R; P.Matthews, J.Bronkhorst, O.Chambers , P.Kingston , B.Kiy, G.Smiddy , C.Lynch , M.O’Brien , K.Simpson, J.Ottman.

In olden times wars were won for the most part by the sides
with the greater numbers. On occasions however the few did
defeat the many. The Spartans wrote their names into the
history books when so few of them defeated the might of the
Persian empire in the battle of Thermopylae.
I think I have lost the run of myself …... having said that
however, it was a great season. One where, due to small
playing numbers, we often took to the field with a panel
less than the full 23. Even the slightest injury was a worry.
Eventually however this small Band of Brothers did prevail.
Our first match of the year took us to Bandon. We struggled
badly at times going in at half time 19-0 down. We did rally
somewhat in the second half largely due to the passion
and drive of Bryan Moore and some really stout defence.
The final score was 19-3. The three points courtesy of Ollie
Kane’s boot. Yes it was a defeat but there were positives to
be taken from the game.
Our next outing saw us having to endure a heavy loss at the
hands of CBC. In many ways a team learns more in defeat
than in victory. This was definitely the case here. Fortunately
this match was quickly followed with a game against
Cardinal Newman a touring side from Argentina. We enjoyed
an emphatic win. While our victory gave us confidence we
kept our feet on the ground knowing that we had played the
weakest of the sides they had brought on tour.
Our confidence was growing. We had a busy run of fixtures
through November and early December. Victories over
Clonmel, Waterpark and Newtown increased our self belief.
The match against Glenstal was a close affair. We started
poorly but gradually worked our way back into the game to
lose narrowly by 38 points to 36.
For the second year in a row our first opponents in the
Mungret cup were Abbey from Tipperary. They filled this slot
in the cup due to their victory in the O’Brien cup. Our match
the previous year was a relatively easy one. This was a
different proposition. We struggled badly in the first half and
were 8-3 down at half time. Ollie Kane once again kicking
the points.

Our first choice scrum half Owen Chambers had missed most
of the season. In his absence Oliver Ind had manfully moved
from his back row position to fill the No. 9 slot. Our set pieces
were coming under pressure and Oli lacked the experience
to deal with the sloppy ball we were getting.
Ten minutes into the second half Owen was brought off the
bench for his first action in over two months. Oli moved back
to his usual position at seven. Byan Moore our inspirational
captain rallied the troops and instilled some real fire in their
bellies. We began to win some quality ball and make incisive
carries. The pack were instrumental in this turn around. The
front row of Robbie Steele, Brendan Kiy and Kim Crosbie dug
deep and began to dominate the scrums. Dylan Somers and
Adam Goodier won good ball in the line out and the back
row of Bryan, Oli and Dan Wardle knocked Abbey back every
time they tried to advance. Their play created the platform for
the backs to exploit. Eric Stapleton scored in the left corner
to bring the sides level following a fluid passing movement
across the back line. Eric had grown in stature during the
season and was arguably the most improved player on the
team. This was a great moment for him and the squad.
Belief once experienced is hard to extinguish. Things that
earlier seemed impossible now seemed easy. The ball came
to hand, passes stuck and line breaks worked. This all led
to a try in the right corner from Odhran Baily in the last real
action of the game. We had won 13-8. To come from behind
in this manner was a huge moment in our season. A most
exciting game and a memory that we will all remember for
a long time.
The final was against Bandon Grammar. As so often happens
weather and pitch availability were issues right up to the last
moment. We were all grateful to Cobh Pirates RFC when they
agreed to allow us to use their pitch.
The day was dry, the pitch was sticky but in good condition.
We kept things simple in the warm up and the team took
to the field with a quiet determination. Bandon were the
favourites but we believed it could be done.
The final score was a 3-0 win. A single penalty from the
reliable Ollie Kane. From this information one could think it
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was a dull affair. Not at all. For us it was a nerve jangling
and exciting game. Bandon had more of the possession and
dominated at times, particularly in the last 10 minutes. Strong
defence and good kicking out of hand by Ollie Kane and Luke
Deane lifted the pressure time and time again. The pack as
a whole, were dead on their feet by the final whistle. The
importance of a good leader is never more apparent than in
tight games. Bryan Moore led by example. His ability to read
the game and his boundless enegy were a huge influence on
the outcome. He inspired his team mates to be at their best
and nothing short of their best would have been enough. The
joy at the final whistle was immense.
The large enthusiastic crowd were also a factor in the
outcome. It was wonderful to see so many players from
previous teams at pitch side. It meant a lot to the current
senior side to see them there and feel their support.
The reward for winning the Mungret Cup was a place in the
Senior Cup first round. We played the game on Midleton
RFC’s second pitch in dreadful weather. We thank them
for the use of the pitch. Some years we can put up a good
performance. This season however our small panel was
hit by a flu bug and we had to take to the field against CBC
missing a number of our players and with others feeling
poorly. A difficult situation was made impossible. The players
battled hard keeping the score down to 17-3 at half time. In
the absence of Ollie Kane, Luke Deane took up the kicking
duties and converted an impressive penalty. Unfortunately
CBC ran away with it in the second half. It was a sad way to
finish our competitive season but not even this result dulled
the warm glow of our win in the Mungret Cup.
Our season finished with a tour to Manchester. Brendan Kiy
and Owen Chambers kindly offered to write an account of
the tour activities for the magazine so I won’t double up by
giving you too many details here. We played only one game
on tour. It was a notable game for many reasons only a few
of which I will mention. Kepa Igos trained with us during the
season. He was over age for the cup so he made very few
appearances. He delighted everyone by scoring his first ever
try. Something he might not get too many more chances to

do now that he is back in Spain. Ross Donovan had major
knee surgery during the year. His hope all season had been
to be back playing in time for the tour. He achieved this and
also got his name on the score sheet. Bryan Moore was very
determined to go past James Pope’s try tally for the season
and so win the Walton Cup. Unfortunately he broke his leg in
this match and failed in this quest. Read more about this tour
in Owen’s and Brendan’s article.
It is never easy to express thanks equally to a full squad. This
was a great season not just because we won the cup. It was
more that nobody expected us to. It is great to see that hard
work and self belief can still lead to success. The coaching
staff of Laura Guest, Andrew McCarthy and myself were all
delighted with the season and are glad of the opportunity
that this article provides to congratulate the team and thank
them for all their efforts during the season.
Panel:- Bryan Moore (Capt.), Oliver Ind, Robbie Steele, Kim
Crosbie, Adam Goodier, Dan Wardle, Luke Deane, Oliver
Kane, James Pope, Eric Stapleton, Conor Simpson, Owen
Chambers, Brendan Kiy, Odhran Baily, Patrick O’Riordan,
Dylan Somers, Paul Kingston, Gavin Smiddy, Christian Lynch,
Andrew Irwin, Conor Sheehy, Rory O’Hara, Jonathan Ottman,
Ross Donovan, Kepa Igos, Misael O’Brien.
- R.St.J..P

MUNSTER REPRESENTATIVE HONOURS

Back row L-R: Mr. Power, Mr. Thompson, Ms. Guest.
Front row L -R: B. Moore, R. Steele.

Senior Rugby Cup Winning Side

Back Row L-R; Mr. Power, L.Deane, O.Kane, E.Stapleton, C.Simpson, R.O’Hara, P.O’Riordan, D.Somers , O.Bailey, Ms.Guest, Mr.Thompson.
Middle Row L-R; J.Pope, D.Wardle, A. Goodier, B.Moore (capt.), O.Ind, R.Steele, K.Crosbie.
Front Row L-R; O.Chambers , P.Kingston, B.Kiy, G.Smiddy, C.Lynch, C.Sheehy, A.Irwin.
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J.C.T. Rugby

Back Row L-R: Mr. Stanley, A. Deane, B. O’Farrell, B. McAvoy, M. Humphreys, S. Kearns, P. Power, S. Murphy, C. Hall, F. Summers,
Mr. Thompson. Middle Row L-R: L. Farrell, J. Tierney, J. Ryan, R. Walsh, E. Daly, J. Power, J. Henningan, R. England, E. Moloney.
Front Row L-R: A. Burke, A. Cowhig, A. Hoban, D. Wright, T. Tierney, C. Kiy, O. Norton, C. Fuchs, S. Gies, A. Sheehy.

A very capable and confident squad of players had a
season to be proud of. Not only because of the silverware
they won but also because of how they conducted
themselves throughout the whole season. They trained
hard and they played hard. Their determination to improve
both as players and as a team was evident throughout,
and was something to admire.
There was a relatively large squad that ensured that there
was competition for places throughout the entire team.
We played 10 games, winning 7, drawing 1, and losing 2.
Our first game of the season was away to Bandon. Alex
Deane started that game at full back, and put in a very
solid performance. He was selected for the Munster
hockey squad and chose to solely focus on his hockey
career for the remainder of the season. Hockey also
accounted for his comrade, Brandon McEvoy, this time
as a result of a broken collarbone. That full back position
was to be filled by rugby fanatic, and the team’s vicecaptain, Julian Power, who made the position his own for
the rest of the season.
After the opening defeat to Bandon, the team went on
a run of five consecutive victories. The teams they beat
were Clonmel, Newtown, Christians, Waterpark, and
Pres. During these games the regular front row of Liam
Farrell, Conor Kiy and Muris Moloney were immense.
Adam Hoban made a couple of huge tackles that would
become a regular feature of his performances. Aaron
Burke and Cillian Fuchs were valuable squad members
and always showed great commitment in training and
in matches.
Our first competitive match of the season was away to St.
Clements in early November. It was always going to be
a tough ask to travel to Limerick to play a top side (they
emerged as eventual Mungret Shield winners). The match
was lost 13-0, however it was heartening to say that we
could compete with the top team in our section and that

on another day, under different circumstances, we would
be well capable of turning over that result.
After Christmas, there were positional changes within
the team. The Tierney brothers, Jack and Tim, made the
half back positions their own. This freed up Rory Walsh to
move to second centre where he had more space to shine
and it added an extra dimension to our midfield play.
On the wings Shane Murphy (in his first season playing
rugby) was continuing to develop into a fine player.
Padraig Power was a strong runner and was always
reliable. Capable players such as Chris Hall, Alan Sheehy,
Oliver Norton and Sean Gies did not always get the game
time they deserved but always performed admirably when
called upon.
In January a drawn match at home against Bandon
provided a good warm up before competitive action was
renewed. Fionn Summers played particularly well that day.
As a fine openside wing-forward he was unfortunate to be
competing for a place in an ultra competitive back row.
A 29-0 win in the semi-final of the Cork Schools Shield set
us up for a final against Bandon Grammar. After a loss
and a draw (albeit in a friendly matches) to our archrivals
already this season, we were due a victory. Mark
Humphreys who had played regularly and always with
great determination and heart was injured just prior to the
final and was replaced in the squad by a very enthusiastic
Rob Stafford.
The final itself was played on 20th March in Wilton. It was
intense and nerve racking – for some at least! To a man,
the players performed exceptionally. The front row along
with the second row powerhouses of Joe Hennigan and
Stephen Kearns were immense. Team captain, Eoin Daly,
led by example with yet another all action and outstanding
performance from openside. His back row comrades;
Robert England and Brian O’Farrell threw themselves into
all rucks, mauls and tackles with their customary gusto.
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A pre-rehearsed backline move resulted in Conor Walsh
slicing through the Bandon defence to score the opening
try, which he duly converted himself. Penalty Kicks were
exchanged before a Rob England try was cancelled out
by a similar Bandon score, leaving the score at 15-8 to
Midleton with ten minutes to play. Jack Ryan, who had
an outstanding match in the centre, made a number of
huge tackles before driving over under the Bandon posts
for a try that put the result beyond doubt. Conor Walsh
converted and the game was won by a score of 22-8. All
that was left was for Eoin to lift the cup.
Overall, it was great to see such a talented, enthusiastic
and hardworking squad of players achieve their just
rewards. I urge them to stick together as a squad going
forward, as they have the potential to achieve further
success in future years if they maintain the same high

standards of application as the have done to date. I wish
them all the best.
A special word of thanks must go to Mr. Preston for
coordinating all the fixtures, to Jeff Hitchmough for making
himself available for so many training sessions and for his
invaluable input and coaching of the players and to my
colleagues in the rugby department for all that the have
done to assist these players in their development to date.
- K.S
Squad: Aaron Burke, Eoin Daly, Robert England, Liam Farrell,
Sean Fenton-Cooney, Cillian Fuchs, Joe Hennigan, Adam
Hoban, Mark Humphreys, Steven Kearns, Brendan Kiy, Muiris
Moloney, Brian O’Farrell, Robert Stafford, Fionn Summers,
Alex Deane, Sean Gies, Chris Hall, Brandon McEvoy, Shane
Murphy, Ollie Norton, Padraig Power, Julian Power, Jack
Ryan, Alan Sheehy, Jack Tierney, Tim Tierney, Rory Walsh.

U15 Rugby

Back Row L-R: Mr. Cashman, I. O’Sullivan-Hourihan, N. Quill, O. Norton, E. Scully, G. Hosford, S. Gies, C. McGregor, D. Wright, J.
Cremin-Memhet, Mr. Livingston. Middle Row L-R: P. Power, L. Farrell, T. Tierney, R. Stafford, M. Humphreys, C. Kiy, M. O’Sullivan.
Front Row L-R: C. Keating, S. Emerson, J. Tinne, N. Daly, C. Eng, B. Kenneally.

One thing this squad does not lack is character. Often up
against physically bigger teams they always gave their
all and showed great pride in the jersey. Although results
may have been disappointing overall the squad showed
great togetherness, trained well and clearly have the
potential to enjoy success in their future rugby careers.
Over the course of the season the team suffered several
heavy defeats to the likes of CBC and PBC but, to their
great credit, they always bounced back with grit and
determination. Stand out results included a battling win in
the mud away at Bandon Grammar. Any win over our big
rivals is always enjoyable but this victory was particularly
satisfying given the conditions and the fact that Bandon
were both physical and talented. Another memorable win
“on the road” came in Waterford where Waterpark were
beaten with another performance of determination and
character.

Both those victories showed what the squad is capable
of when all players were available and, hopefully, with
a more consistent squad available in JCT, results will
continue to improve. Over the season it was pleasing to
see great improvements in both the pack and in the back
line. The to give his all and never shirk as he led from
the front. These characteristics had a positive effect on
the rest of the squad and Marwin O’Sullivan, Eric Scully
and Gareth Hosford all proved reliable performers in the
forward pack. Jack Cremin-Mehmet typified the spirit in
the squad with his energetic performances.
Over the season it was pleasing to see great improvements
in both the pack and in the back line. The coaching
insight of Shane O’Neill had a great impact on the squad,
particularly in defensive understanding and structure. If
the players can continue to show such desire to improve
both collectively and individually then the future should
be a bright one.
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Several players are deserving of special mention
although every player in the squad gave their all
whenever called on and trained with dedication. A
captain should always lead by example and Rob Stafford
did just that. In matches and training he could be relied
upon to give his all.
In the back line Ciaran McGregor, Dylan Wright and Sean
Emerson were always keen and determined while Zac
O’Sullivan-Hourihan provided a reliable pair of hands at
Scrum-Half. Perhaps the stand out performer in the back
line was Niall Quill who quietly did his job at Full Back
and improved steadily throughout the season. Although
they only played a small number of games, the “under
age” Form Three players all performed with distinction
and brought valuable experience to the squad.

Overall, although results may have been disappointing
at times, the squad proved themselves a resilient and
determined group. I have no doubt that they will go on
to enjoy great success in the future if they continue to
show focus and dedication.
Squad : J Byron, J Cremin-Mehmet, N Daly, C Daly, C
Eng, L Farrell, A Ford, S Gies, G Hosford, M Humphreys,
C Keating, B Kenneally, C Kiy, J Kowalski, C McGregor, O
Norton, P O’Shea, P Power, N Quill, E Scully, R Stafford, T
Tierney, F Tindall, J Tinne, C Wolfe, D Wright, I O’SullivanHourihan, M O’Sullivan.
- P. C.

1st Year Rugby

Back Row L-R; Mr.Livingston, Mr.McGuckin, J.Northridge, S.Beckingham, A.Ryan, K.O’Riordan, P.Fives, B.Hoban, D.Cuthbert,
C.O’Deaglaigh, Mr.Gill, Mr.Thompson. Middle Row L-R; B.McHugh, D.Thompson, C.Walsh, G.Hennessy, J.Drennan, J.Morrison,
J.Doyle. Front Row L-R; H.Compton, W.Baker, C.Bawden, C.Mariga, H.Deane, H.Smyth, H.Cremin-Mehmet.

It was September 2012 Mr. Gill and I walked out to the
pitches after dusting off the kit for another year of Rugby.
The hype about this bunch of players was very positive!
There were meant to be some serious players here,
some with speed and others possessing a Rugby brain.
There was big talk about a player who was a natural first
five (fly half), a 10 to knock Dan Carter out of his position.
After a couple of trainings we saw there was serious
potential in this team, Jack and Andrew had alarming
pace, Padraig had height and strength and Conor Walsh
dazzled us with skill, as he ran, chipped and dummied his
way past Mr. Gill in touch rugby on numerous occasions.
Our first outing was in the Midleton Blitz. The opposition
were Newtown, Bandon and PBC. We drew 0-0 against
Newtown. Against PBC we drew 12-12 but then lost
17-12 to their other team. So far we had done well, but
unfortunately against Bandon and their massive team,
we lost 21-0. The lesson we learnt here was that tackling
is an important part of the game!

The next couple of games require little comment; CBC
and Dulwich gave us the chance to tackle all game long!
With spirits high we set off for the Bandon Blitz. Against
Bandon we lost 7-0 and 21-10, very pleasing results. PBC
had brought a stronger team and they beat us 28-0 in a
fifteen minute game.
Our next challenge was Bandon, but with a with a score
line 39-5, we left there feeling a little deflated.
The following two games saw us beating PBC 17-0 and
Clonmel 19-0! Our tackling was improving and rucking
was beginning to be a very useful way of winning the
ball back. The effort spent on these two techniques on
the practice ground was paying dividends.
The turning point of the season came when we travelled to
Youghal Rugby Club to take on their U14 team. We started
badly, leaking in two tries and trailing 12 -0. Then it was like
a switch was flicked, Conor Walsh (who lives in Youghal)
said enough is enough. He skillfully kicked passed and
dummied his way through the defense line to spearhead
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the comeback. One memorable try was a superb cross
field kick from Conor against a rush defense that bounced
nicely enabling Jack Northridge to run onto and score
under the black dot. With a try for Barry Hoban and two for
George Hennessy we won with the scoreline 27-17.
Now we were on a winning streak and so we turned our
attention to Newtown. We travelled there on a beautiful
sunny day. We out rucked them, out played them and
dazzled them with outstanding back moves, but lost 1715. Even today we are not quite sure how we lost. We
now had two weeks to get our season back on track,
the rematch was at our home ground - middle pitch the
biggest one we have with acres of room to play expansive
rugby. This was going to be my best decision or Mr. Gill’s
worst one.
Two weeks later, Newtown arrived confident of another
victory, but with three tries to George, two for Jack, one
for Padraig and four conversions for Conor they were
defeated with a impressive result: Midleton College 38
Newtown 5. We finished the season on a high with a win
36-7 against an English touring side.
Thank you to Mr. Gill, the parents who supported us
during the year and George Hennessy for being a

fantastic captain. Thank you also to the rest of the panel
for their dedication and commitment during the year.
Points for the season. Top six
Name
Jack Northridge

Tries

Con

Pen

10

50

George Hennessy

9

45

Conor Walsh

5

Barry Hoban

3

15

Andrew Ryan

3

15

Dara Thompson

8

3

41

6

PANEL: William Baker, Cal Bawden, Sam Beckingham,
Harry Compton, Harry Cremin Mehmet, Dion Cuthbert,
Harry Deane, Jeremy Doyle, Padraig Fives, Adam Ford,
Nathan Haughton lynch, George Hennessy, Barry Hoban,
Bryan McHugh, Jack Morrison, Jack Northridge, Cathal
O’Deaghaidh, Kevin O’Riordan, Andrew Ryan, Harry
Smith, Kenneth Steele, Dara Thompsom, Conor Walsh,
Max White.
-M.M.

Senior 1st Girls Hockey

Back Row L-R; Mr.Levis, A.Axson, C.Walsh, J.Rumley, E.Bourke, L.Kenneally, R.Provan-Bessell, C.Cuthbert, K.Fleming, S.O’Keeffe,
R.Hornibrook, Mr.Thompson. Middle Row L-R; T.Waite, R.Quinn, F.Power (capt.), R.Drennan, S.James.Front Row L-R; A. Chambers, J.Ryall.

As it was my first year coaching the girls, the first few
weeks were about getting to know them and finding out
where they liked to play. The senior girls were in particularly
high spirits going into the 2012-13 hockey season, as this
was a touring year. Fi Power was named as captain for
the season and she proved to be a hugely popular and
influential player and leader throughout the season.
We started off the year as normal with a match against
Kilkenny away. On a gloriously sunny day, we recorded
a very pleasing 2-0 victory, which gave us the perfect
start to the season. Using this as a springboard, the

girls trained very hard as their confidence had been
significantly boosted by their previous result. Their
next match on the 3rd of October came in the shape of
Clonakilty in the league. Unfortunately, the girls could not
replicate their performance against Kilkenny and went
down to a 3-0 defeat.
Their next match was against Bandon away in the league
on the 17th of October. The girls battled hard and earned
a narrow 1-0 win, thanks to an own goal. Clonakilty then
visited Midleton on the 7th of November in the league
and ran out 3-1 victors, with Fi Power scoring.
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The biggest match of the season came on the 17th of
December on a very cold evening in Garryduff. Our
opponents were Regina Mundi in the cup. It was an
incredibly close encounter, with play alternating from
end to end constantly. Angel Axson, our goalkeeper, was
missing for this match, but her stand in, Réidín O’Sullivan,
was having the game of her life, as was Sinéad James
at the back. The former made countless saves to keep
the game level and the latter read the Regina attacks
brilliantly and blunted their efforts at ease, it seemed.
Chances fell to Fi Power, Richenda Thomas and Rachel
Hornibrook, but unfortunately none of them were taken.
Regina scored very late on with a scrappy goal and try
as they may, the girls couldn’t fashion an equaliser in the
closing minutes. It was a superb performance, their best
of the season and they certainly did not deserve to lose.
I was so proud of them, as they trudged off the pitch in
tears, knowing that they did not deserve the bitter taste of
defeat in their mouths.

So that ended the competitive season, but there was still
a tour to look forward to for most of the squad. I would like
to take this opportunity to thank each and every one of the
girls for their commitment to training. We had a really fun
and enjoyable year all told.
I would also like to congratulate Angel Axson, Sinéad
James and Amy Chambers on their selection for the
Munster u16 and u18 inter provincial sides respectively in
2013. This was a magnificent achievement for them and a
very proud moment, well done girls!
Senior 1st panel 2012-13: F. Power (c), T. Waite (v.c.), A. Axson
(GK), S. James, E. Bourke, R. Drennan, R. Quinn, K. Fleming,
C. Walshe, T. Waite, C. Thomas, R. Hornibrook, J. Rumley, L.
Kenneally, E. Ryall, S. O’Keeffe, A. Chambers, J. Ryall.
- A.L..

MUNSTER REPRESENTATIVE HONOURS

After Christmas, matters turned back to the league. Fermoy
away was our next fixture and the girls again played their
hearts out, but slumped to a 2-0 defeat. The Regina match
was still reverberating in their minds it seemed, as they
disconsolately walked off the pitch at the end.
However, their chance at revenge was close at hand, as
an away game in Harlequins against Regina Mundi in the
league was their next battle. The girls were well up for this
one, but alas injuries and illness to many of the squad left
us weaker than we’d have liked, and revenge was not to
be had as Regina ran out comfortable winners in the end.

A.Axson & S.James

Senior 2nd Girls Hockey

Back Row L-R: Mr. Levis, S. James, S. Stronach, J. Rumley, C. Míguez-Hernandez, E. Bourke, R. Provan-Bessell, L. Kenneally, C.
Cuthbert, S. O’Keefe, K. Fleming, Mr. Thompson. Front Row L-R: M. de Wazieres, R. Drennan, A. Axson, N. Garrues , R. O’Sullivan.

As it was my first year coaching the girls, the first few
weeks were about getting to know them and finding out
where they liked to play. Angel Axson was named as
captain for the season and she proved to be a worthy
leader and a very influential player all season long.

We played a few friendlies at the start of the year.
Traditionally Kilkenny is our first match of the season and
this year was no different. We travelled up to Kilkenny in
early September, played very well and came away with a
very credible 0-0 draw in a tightly contested game.
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